News media websites are important online resources that have drawn great attention of text mining researchers. The main aim of this study is to propose a framework for ranking online news websites from different viewpoints. The ranking of news websites is useful information, which can benefit many news-related tasks such as news retrieval and news recommendation. In the proposed framework, the ranking of news websites is obtained by calculating three measures introduced in the paper and based on user-generated content. Each proposed measure is concerned with the performance of news websites from a particular viewpoint including the completeness of news reports, the diversity of events being covered by the website and its speed. The use of user-generated content in this framework, as a partly-unbiased, real-time and low cost content on the web distinguishes the proposed news website ranking framework from the literature. The results obtained for three prominent news websites, BBC, CNN, NYTimes, show that BBC has the best performance in terms of news completeness and speed, and NYTimes has the best diversity in comparison with the other two websites.
Introduction
In recent years, the wide growth of news content on the web, and the considerable portion (11%) of news-related queries entered by users into search engines [1] , has attracted the information science research community's attention to the online news area and its challenges. One of the main online news providers is news media websites, or briefly news websites, which constantly compete with each other in reporting events and breaking news. Therefore, ranking them based on aspects that help users choose between different news sources is becoming more important.
After a significant event, in addition to news reports published by news websites, a surge of event-related content is generated by ordinary users through personal blogs, wikis and social networks. Twitter is one of the well-known social networks widely used by people as a source of news on events. According to a study conducted by Pew research center [2] , in 2013, 52% of American Twitter users used it as a source for news and this share increased to 63% in 2015 [3] . Due to the short length of tweets, most events are reflected promptly in Twitter and disseminated quickly. So, Twitter content can act as an up-to-date online content. Moreover, tweets are generated by a huge number of ordinary users (not only professional content producers), so Twitter content may be less prone to be affected by a particular party, or group of biased news content producers, especially in reporting events. Thus, the provision of information about events, which is freely available, makes Twitter a low-cost source of online information about the news. In the literature, this kind of content is described as user-generated content (UGC), participatory journalism, and citizen journalism [4] .
In this paper, a framework for ranking news websites based on user-generated content is proposed. In addition to the mentioned benefits of UGC as news-related online content such as being up-to-date, low-cost and partly-unbiased, it also provides useful information for analyzing the performance of news websites. For example, the ability of a news website to cover most (or all) of the noteworthy events in each time period without missing the important ones is intuitively considered as a positive characteristic. This characteristic can be considered as a metric for ranking news websites. To this aim, UGC can be used as a rich source of information related to noteworthy events in the intended time period including the number of events, the estimated time of occurrence of each event and the description of each event.
In this framework, some performance measures, which are specifically defined to analyze news websites' performance and rank them, are introduced. News diversity is a measure proposed to quantify the performance of news website in covering as many events as possible in each time period. A higher news diversity value indicates that the corresponding news website performs better in satisfying the subset of readers who seek for diverse news by reporting more events. The next proposed measure is news completeness which shows how detailed and complete the news articles are in reporting the events. The third proposed measure is speed which indicates how fast the news websites are in reporting the events since their time of occurrence. The importance of speed for news websites in the world of intense competition for reporting the news first is obvious. Knowing the values of these measure helps readers in choosing their favorite news website according to their needs. In addition to the proposed measures, a search engine-based website ranking method is proposed to obtain another ranking of the websites regarding the same set of events and to analyze the ranking of the news websites using two different methods.
The website evaluation problem has been addressed by researchers during the last few years. Many methods have been proposed for evaluating different types of websites from different aspects such as design, content, accessibility, credibility and usability of the website [5] . One of the differences between this paper and some of the previous works is the focus of this paper on a specific type of website, i.e. news websites, and utilizing this specificity in the proposed approach. Another difference of this paper and related papers in website evaluation is that the main goal in this paper is to facilitate comparing news websites from different viewpoints by defining new measures. Different viewpoints of comparing news websites include different quality measures defined to evaluate the performance of the news website. It is worth mentioning that these measures are not supposed to show the absolute superiority of one website to another as most papers in website evaluation area aim to do. The proposed framework tries to provide the basis for analyzing news websites from different points of view and benefit other newsrelated tasks with its output. The framework's output can be interpreted and employed differently in accordance with the application that it is used for.
In many previous works, websites are evaluated through a survey [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] in which participants respond to questions about different aspects of website performance and the final evaluation is based on their responses. This approach is called empirical approach in the literature. Using human participants in the evaluation process has some limitations including:
• The result is vulnerable to be affected by subjective information received from the limited number of survey participants and there is a chance of obtaining biased results. • The employment of respondents could be costly.
• The limited number of survey participants in empirical methods [14] narrows the utility of the results. In this paper, a different approach for news website ranking is chosen to eliminate the mentioned problems. Since the focus of this paper is on news websites, the basis of the framework is the set of events detected from user generated content and information that can be extracted from this kind of content. As events are detected from a large number of tweets generated by users, the "small number of participants" problem would be alleviated. In the proposed approach, the similarity of news website's articles to the detected events based on different aspects, such as content, diversity of reported events or their publish times, leads to higher scores for the news website in the corresponding aspects. Another challenge of questionnaire-based methods is providing appropriate questions so that the required information can be elicited from the participants/experts, while we only need to provide a collection of tweets. Then, the proposed framework automatically detects the events from tweets and calculates the measures based on extracted events. More detailed comparison between this work and previous works is given in the related work section. Overall, the following research questions are studied in this paper:
• What are the important performance aspects for ranking news websites (RQ1)? • How news websites' performance aspects can be quantified through defining and automatically computing some metrics (RQ2)? • Can user generated content such as tweets be used for ranking news websites based on news websites' content quality (RQ3)?
Therefore, the main contributions of the paper are briefly summarized as follows:
• Proposing a framework for ranking news websites, which is based on events detected from tweets as user generated content. • Proposing news-specific ranking measures using the language modeling approach. • Proposing a search engine-based website ranking method for a known set of events.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some related works. Section 3 describes the proposed framework. Evaluation of the proposed framework and experimental results are presented in Section 4. Conclusions are given in Section 5.
Related Work
There are several previous methods for analyzing and evaluating the performance of websites from different domains [5, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . These methods mostly evaluate the website as an interface and study different aspects such as website's design, content, accessibility, and usability [5] and have been used for various domains such as ecommerce websites [13] , e-government websites [82] , agritourism websites [21] , tourism management [22] , library websites [23] and news websites [5, [24] [25] [26] . It is important to clarify the position of this work in the literature, express its similarities with previous works and point out its relative advantages.
Position of this study in the literature
In the literature, the notion of website evaluation is used for different tasks with different goals. In [19] , two criteria for describing websites are defined: the content of the website which refers to "what is presented?" and its design which is related to the question "how is it presented?" Our proposed method concerns with the quality of content published by online news media. In other words, all of the measures introduced in this paper investigate what is presented in online news websites. So, this work can be categorized into the first group of studies that investigate "what is presented?".
The authors in [27] classify usability evaluation methods into two types: empirical methods, which basically analyze usage data from real end-users, and inspection methods, which are based on reviewing the usability aspects by expert evaluators. In another paper, [17] , website usability evaluation methods are categorized into four groups: automatic (software evaluation), empirical (user testing), formal (evaluation models), and informal (expert evaluation). Based on this categorization, this paper is most similar to the automatic methods category. The main similarity between previous automatic methods and our method is that no respondents, either normal users or experts, are employed in both methods so the evaluation is not based on the respondents' responses to a questionnaire or their feedback while using the website. Therefore, in the next section, previous works on website evaluation that are closely related to our research are reviewed in two groups, based on the employment of human responses in the evaluation: automatic methods [14, 16, 26, [28] [29] [30] and empirical methods [5, 20, 24, 25, 83 ].
Website Evaluation

Automatic Methods
According to [31] , an automatic website evaluation method is a "software that automates the collection of interface usage data and identifies potential Web problems." In [30] , the authors have proposed a method that automatically determines the comprehensibility level of a website using a linear regression model and six categories of quantitatively computed features: Information Value, Information Credibility, the Media Instructional Value, Affective Attention rating, Organization Structure and Usability of the website.
Zhitomirsky-Geffet et al. [26] proposed a method for evaluating the reliability and bias of the written media on the web. Their method is based on comparing the textual content of news websites' articles to political texts with known tendency. To this end, a classifier is learnt using a labeled dataset of political texts and then used to tag news websites' articles. It is also shown that readers' perception of bias is highly correlated with the classifier's results.
In [16] , the author listed some web-testing tools and discussed how automatic website testing tools can affect the quality assurance processes to improve production and maintenance of websites. Rodríguez et al. [29] proposed an automatic method for evaluating county e-Governance maturity level based on analysis of municipal websites. This method employs automatic tools such as W3C validator, Xeno s/w and source code analyzer. A comprehensive study on usability evaluation is published by Ivory and Hearst [14] , where various approaches for automating usability testing methods are discussed. These approaches include a capture technique to log user activity automatically and an analysis of log files made by Web servers to record client requests.
Most previous works in automatic website evaluation try to automate evaluating the user interface, whereas this paper focuses on automatic analysis of the content published by news websites. Moreover, these tools detect a number of issues that mostly have to be later inspected by humans [16] , while the proposed method does not require direct judgment from human respondents. It ranks news websites by extracting the required event related information from tweets published at the same time.
Empirical Methods
The empirical category is the most often used category among the four groups of website evaluation methods [32, 33] . In the study published by Al-Radaideh et al. [5] , the authors empirically evaluated the Jordanian online newspapers with respect to the website usability and content factors based on users' point of view. Usability of Malaysian online news websites is evaluated in [25] with a questionnaire-based approach. The study published by Li [24] employed an empirical approach to analyze three U.S. online newspapers' contents comparing the use of textual and graphical elements.
Besides website evaluation, other topics have been also studied using empirical methods. As an example, the combined impacts of on-air (TV) and online network (Web) news, as two kinds of media, on student and adult perceptions of news credibility is investigated in [6] . In a study published by Cassidy [20] , journalists' perceptions of online news credibility are assessed through a survey of 655 US online and print journalists. The results of their survey show that "online news is perceived as moderately credible overall." Since the present work is focused on online news websites, the next section is devoted to a review of the studies on this topic.
News Websites Evaluation
Chung, Nam and Stefanone [7] focused on the credibility factors of three different categories of online news sources: mainstream (e.g., usatoday.com), independent (e.g., thedrudgereport.com) and index-type websites (e.g., news.google.com). The authors investigate the impact of technological characteristics of online news including interactivity, multimediality, and hypertextuality on their credibility assessments using a questionnaire-based approach. Hypertextuality refers to "the ability to connect withinsites and otherwise disparate webpages through clicking on a word, phrase, or graphic image," [7] .
The use of different news sources on news consumers' credibility perceptions is also studied using an empirical approach. Kruikemeier and Lecheler [11] , consider three main categories of news sources in their study: social media, online media, and traditional sourcing techniques such as calling a source or going to a press conference. The authors design a vignette study to test the impact of visible verification of a journalist source on the credibility of news sources and comparison between traditional and new online sources. In a vignette study, participants are asked to provide their evaluation of different systems [11] . The authors show that social media, online media and traditional sourcing techniques are perceived as the least credible, moderately credible, and credible respectively.
One of the most similar papers in the literature to the present work, in terms of using comments as a kind of user generated content for assessment of news articles credibility, is proposed by Pjesivac, Geidner and Cameron [18] who try to test the impact of source expertise and opinion valence i in reader's comments embedded in a news story about genetically modified organisms (GMOs) on the credibility of the news story. The results of their questionnaire-based study show that the expertise level of the comment writer has an important impact on the perceived credibility of the news article. This result supports the previous works' finding, which indicated that "Internet users mainly use the peripheral or heuristic route of information processing to evaluate online news credibility." Besides, they show that the opinion valence expressed in the comments does not have any significant impact on the credibility assessment.
In [4] , the relationship between consumption, creation and perception of news is examined. In this study, the results of reliability tests from a survey of US adults show that the role of news consumption is more significant than news creation in predicting attitudes toward citizen journalism and the professional tenets of good journalism. They also compare the general news consumers with citizen journalism consumers and show that they have different views of the professional tenets of good journalism.
Reviewing the studies in website evaluation domain, we see that evaluating the performance of websites from the content quality point of view and independent of a group of human participators' information has not widely been investigated. Besides, most of the studies that address the problem of news websites evaluation define some indicators or employ some criteria developed by other papers for evaluation and analyze the websites' usefulness from users' perspective. The main weakness of most existing methods that use evaluation criteria is that the criteria are generally based on individual author's opinions and preferences [34] . In the present work, a novel approach for analyzing the news websites' performance is proposed that is not based on intuitivelydefined criteria but is based on events automatically detected from user generated content and how news articles published by the news websites report the events. In other words, in the proposed method, the content generated by the crowd indicate what should be reported, how should it be reported, and when should it be reported. To achieve this aim, two components including an event detection component and a news website ranking component are introduced in the proposed framework. In the website ranking component, some metrics are proposed that facilitate comparing news websites from different viewpoints. The proposed metrics are not necessarily aimed to value the websites and label them as good or bad, they are defined in order to extract the information about how news websites perform with regard to the events found in Twitter. This information can be beneficial in many news-related tasks such as news retrieval and news recommendation. As an example, the news websites rankings can be used to rerank their published documents retrieved in response to a query, thereby incorporating the news ranking measures in news retrieval score computations. News website rankings can also be utilized in news recommendation for customizing the article suggestions based on its users' preferences and their favorable news content characteristics. So, in the rest of this section, the papers that study the impact of tweets on news reporting and journalism along with the methods that employ tweets for news-related tasks including event detection and news recommendation are reviewed.
Tweets in News Area
With the advent and rapid growth of Twitter, a number of studies have focused on investigating the impact of user generated content such as tweets on news-related topics, e.g., news resource selection and journalistic routines [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] 81] . In [37] , different studies that investigate the use of Twitter in gathering, reporting and disseminating the news are reviewed. Lecheler and Kruikemeier [39] study the impact of online sources on selection of news resources by journalists and also the strategies employed to verify a news resource. Twitter is mentioned as an important resource for journalism researchers in [39] , but mainly for soft news and when no other suitable information resource is available. The use of tweets by journalists is also studied by Broersma and Graham [36] , where the authors investigated how journalists use tweets as quotes in news articles, the sections of the article in which tweets are included and what kinds of sources are quoted, through an analysis on eight British and Dutch national newspapers over a five-year period.
Using the Twitter stream for event detection has recently become a popular area of research. Event detection has been studied in the long-running Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) [41] research program. Some of the event detection papers propose methods for finding events using news articles [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] , others focus on event detection directly from tweets [51-58, 88, 89] and a third group uses both news articles and tweets [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] . Event detection methods can be categorized into two approaches: documentpivot approach [64] [65] [66] 49] and feature-pivot approach [67] [68] [69] . In document-pivot approaches, documents are clustered, then event-related features are extracted from each cluster. In feature-pivot approach, features that are useful for event detection are identified and extracted from the stream, then events are detected by clustering these features [56] .
Event detection methods and their common traits and differences have been studied in several papers [70, [84] [85] [86] . Garg and Kumar [70] survey a wide range of event detection techniques from clustering and categorization to topic modeling approaches. Furthermore, multivariate research on event detection, such as employing weather data, temporal data and geo-location data, is discussed. Another survey on event detection methods applied to streaming Twitter data is conducted by Hasan et al. [84] .
In addition to event detection, tweets are used for other news related tasks such as news recommendation or news summarization. In [59] , the authors proposed a user modeling framework that constructs three different kinds of user profiles for news recommendation. The user profiles are hashtag-based, entity-based and topic-based that are constructed using hashtags, entities and topics mentioned in tweets and their related news articles. In their paper, tweets are employed to construct user profiles for news recommendation, while we use tweets for event detection and analyzing news websites in terms of their event reporting performance. In [90] , an abstractive summarization method is proposed by employing interaction mechanisms to provide hierarchically ordered summaries of news tweets on a certain event along a time line. The interaction mechanisms used in [90] include presenting information in a bullet-style summary in addition to conception expansion that allows the user to view complementary information about each concept.
Recommending tweets for news articles is another related task. In [71] , the authors used 16 Twitter features such as publication time, length and follower count plus the similarity scores of tweets and news articles to find the most relevant tweets to each news article. Connecting news articles to Twitter conversations has also been studied in previous works [72, 87, 93] . For instance, in the framework proposed by Shi, Ifrim and Hurley [72] the tweets are separated per article based on keyword similarity. Then, four features: local cosine similarity, global cosine similarity, local frequency of the hashtag and global frequency of the hashtag, are extracted for each article-hashtag pair and used for classification.
To summarize, tweets have been found useful in many news related tasks. On the other hand, most existing news websites evaluation approaches employ intuitively defined criteria that lack a theoretical background. Therefore, employing tweets instead, which is generated by a wide range of users, for analyzing the performance of news websites and ranking them can be beneficial.
Methodology
The task of website evaluation can be viewed from different perspectives that range from analyzing the quality of content published by the website to interface usability assessment approaches. In this paper, a framework for analyzing and ranking news websites is proposed, which leverages the resources of the news area to define appropriate measures for ranking (RQ1). For this purpose, Twitter, as an online resource, which is highly pertinent to news area, is employed to study the third research question (RQ3). Figure 1 shows the overall schema of the proposed news website ranking framework.
The idea of the framework is to detect events using user generated content such as tweets and then compute the ranking measures for news websites based on the detected events and the news articles published by them. In other words, the news websites' performance is analyzed by ranking them according to their scores on the proposed measures. The measures consider three aspects of a news website performance: diversity, reporting different kinds of events, speed in publishing news articles that report an event, and providing in-depth and comprehensive articles that cover important details of the corresponding event. As shown in Figure 1 , the framework consists of two main components: event detection and news website ranking. The inputs of the framework are tweets written by users and the concomitant news articles published by news websites. The output of the framework is a ranking of the news websites, which represents their performance on that time period according to the proposed measures. In the rest of this section, each component is explained in detail.
Event Detection Component
The aim of this component is to find events during a specific time period based on tweets during this period. The reason for employing tweets to detect events are the special characteristics of Twitter. One Twitter characteristic is fast event dissemination, events are reported by its users immediately after (sometimes even during) the occurrence, as the message length limitation in Twitter means that tweets are short and can be written quickly. Meanwhile, other longer messages or documents like news articles of the news websites need more time to be written, edited and posted. This characteristic makes Twitter messages an up-to-date source of events, and the earliest publish time of messages on an event is usually a good estimate of the event's occurrence time. Another important characteristic of tweets is that they are written by a large population of ordinary people, so the messages are less likely to be biased by specific policies, considerations or rules, which can be the case with some news websites and their news articles. Although, note that the Twitter content can also be affected by propagandists or government agencies that try to publish biased data using their Twitter accounts. The detection of this type of biased content is beyond the scope of this paper.
In general, the topics of tweets are very diverse and can be relevant or irrelevant to the news and events so excluding the news-irrelevant tweets can improve the performance of the event detection method and consequently the proposed news websites ranking method. We use a news publisher detection method introduced by [53] in the framework to classify Twitter users into 'news publisher' and 'others.' Figure 2 . Event detection component.
In the news publisher detection step, two sets of features are used according to [53] . Briefly, the first set of features represents metadata information about twitter users: number of followers, number of following, ratio of number of followers to number of following, number of tweets that the user posted, number of tweets the user favorited, number of lists the user follows and two Boolean features indicating that the user account is verified or not and the user profile contains a URL or not. The second set of features represents the terms in the username and description of the user. In this paper, the second set of features are represented as unigram presence features. Then, a Bayesian network classifier [73] implemented in WEKA [74] is employed to classify the twitter users to 'news publisher' or 'others.'
After the news publisher detection step, tweets written by users who are classified as 'news publisher' are used as inputs of the event detection method. We use a short text clustering method called GSDMM, a collapsed Gibbs Sampling algorithm for the Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture model for short text clustering [75] , for event detection. The main idea of this method is to repeatedly compute the probability that document d is generated by cluster z based on the words of the document and the language model of the clusters until the probabilities converge.
The output of the event detection component provides useful information for the framework to analyze the performance of the news websites such as the set of events, a basic representative for each event and an approximation of each event's occurrence time. The set of events detected by GSDMM are used as inputs of the news website ranking component. In the rest of this section, this component is explained in more detail.
News Website Ranking Component
As our aim is to analyze the performance of news websites, any news related quality can be employed to define efficient and informative measures to analyze the performance. To achieve this aim, three performance measures are defined based on the events detected by the first component and the news articles published by the websites. In the rest of this section, performance measures defined to analyze the websites' performance are introduced (RQ2). 
News Diversity
At each time period, a set of events attracts people's attention and makes them look for news resources to know more. One of the measures that reflects an important aspect of a news website's performance is the number of events covered by the website in each time period. In order to calculate this measure, we use tweets generated by users at a time period to represent each event occurred at that time period. To analyze the performance of the website S " in covering different events, the News_Diversity measure is introduced as follows: where E shows the set of events detected by the first component and occurred at time period T, A " shows the set of news articles published by website S " at time period T, k is the total number of events occurred at time period T and p is the number of news articles published by website S " . The value of function Rel(.) which shows whether a news article is reporting an event or not is based on the Jensen-Shannon divergence [76] similarity value between each news article's language model and each tweet cluster's language model. Each news article is assigned to its most similar tweet cluster, so the value of function Rel(a . , e ) ) would be one if event e ) is the most similar event to news article a . , based on their Jensen-Shannon divergence similarity value.
News Completeness
One of the important aspects of a news website's performance is how complete and detailed the events are reported by the news website [5, 20] . Therefore, in the second measure we try to score the completeness of news articles that are reporting an event. In this measure, we employ the output of the first component, which is event detection from tweets, as a representative for the event and compute the similarity between each event and the news articles published by the website to report the event. In other words, we consider the completeness of the event representation extracted from tweets to be 100% and try to estimate the completeness of news articles in reporting the same event. Other event detection methods or sources of information can also be employed for representing the events in this measure, however the event representation used in this paper facilitates benefiting from user generated content, as mentioned in the introduction, and language model representation. The language model "provides a principled way to quantify the uncertainties associated with the use of natural language," [91] . In this measure, the language model of each news article, θ 2 3 , and the language model of its corresponding event, θ & J 3 , are compared using the Jensen-Shannon divergence score. The language model of news article a . , which is θ 2 3 , using the maximum likelihood estimation is computed as: where V 2 3 is the vocabulary of words in document a . and c(w " ,a . ) is the frequency of word w " in document a . . In order to estimate the language model of each event, all of the tweets in the tweets cluster are considered as one document so the language model of event e 2 3 , which is θ & J 3 , associated with the news article a . using the maximum likelihood estimation is computed as:
where e 2 3 represents the event that news article a . is reporting, V & J 3 shows the vocabulary of words in tweet cluster e 2 3 and c(w " ,e 2 3 ) is the frequency of word w " in tweet cluster e 2 3 . To compute the News_Completeness measure for website S " , the similarity between each news article a . that is published by S " and its corresponding event e 2 3 , is computed using Jensen-Shannon divergence as follows: 
Speed
The next measure examines how fast a website acts in reporting events. To compute this measure, we need to have an estimation of the occurrence time of the event. The time of the event can be estimated using the times that tweets representing that event are written:
where Tweets(e) is the set of tweets forming the cluster of event e and Time(t) is the publication time of tweet t. Therefore, to compute the speed measure for news website S " at time period T, we have:
where E g T represents the set of events reported by news website S " , S & represents the set of news websites reporting event e, a g T & represents the earliest news article published by S "
reporting event e and ∆ is the interval between the publish time of the earliest and the second earliest news articles reporting event e, among all websites' news articles that are reporting event e. In case only one news article is reporting event e, ∆ is set to a small constant value. This value is used to prevent having a zero-value denominator. The speed measure computes the ratio of the interval between the slowest and the fastest websites' publish time of their news articles reporting event e and the same interval between website S " and the slowest website for event e. A low value of the denominator implies a fast news website and high speed value. Table 1 summarizes all of the proposed measures and a sample of measures used by scholars related to evaluation of news websites [5, 7, 20] . As shown in Table 1 , some of these measures calculate similar aspects of news websites performance but the measures proposed in our paper to analyze the websites' performance have two particular characteristics: 1) they are specifically defined for news websites' analysis 2) the analysis is fully automatic. For example, the news completeness measure proposed in our paper and Context/Coverage measure used in [5] and comprehensiveness measure used in [20] evaluate similar aspects of news websites, the difference is that the news completeness measure is calculated automatically based on user generated content and the other two measures are computed through a survey.
Comparison with Similar Measures
The timeliness measure [92] is an automatically computed measure that evaluates the same performance aspect as the speed measure proposed in our paper. Both timeliness and speed measures score news websites based on their articles publish times in reporting events, however there are subtle differences in their formulations. To the best of our knowledge, there is no measure introduced by previous works, similar to the news diversity measure introduced in our paper. To evaluate the performance of our proposed methods, we used a dataset of tweets and a dataset of news articles released in [60] that are both generated within the same time period and are available on the supporting website of the corresponding paper [77]. The tweet dataset contains more than 2,000,000 tweets that are crawled from Twitter information streams of 1,425 users over a period of more than two months (starting from the end of October 2010 to the beginning of January 2011). The news article dataset contains 77,544 news articles monitored from news websites including BBC, CNN and New York Times [60] .
For the proposed news publisher detection method, a training dataset is needed so we used a dataset of Twitter users' information employed in [53] . This dataset contains metadata and textual features for 10,000 Twitter users. In this dataset, 157 users are labeled as 'news publisher' and the rest of them are labeled as 'others.' We also collected the same set of user information features as our training data for Twitter users of the tweet dataset.
First Component Evaluation
News Publisher Detection
As explained in Section 3.1, the first step in the proposed framework is detecting the news publisher users in Twitter. To implement this step, two sets of features are computed for training and testing data according to [53] . The first set includes eight metadata features about the Twitter user and the second set includes textual features, which are the users' usernames and description terms represented as unigram presence features. We used OpenNLP tokenizer (http://opennlp.apache.org/) and Stanford Lemmatizer [78] as our preprocessing tools to tokenize and lemmatize the usernames and description sections. Finally, we achieved 7,024 textual features for train data and employed them along with 8 metadata features to train a Bayes Network classifier [79] using Weka tool [74] .
The classifier labeled 27 users out of 1,425 users of the test set as 'news publisher' and the rest of them are labeled as 'others.' Table 2 shows usernames and descriptions of the users labeled as 'news publisher.' 
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Innovation Specialist at @18F, proud former troublemaker at @nytimes. Data scold. As shown in Table 2 , most of the users in the test set that are detected as news publishers by our method are indeed news media Twitter accounts and some of them are Twitter accounts of journalists or users who actively report events or news related contents. By checking the accounts of users in Table 2 and considering their description by an expert, 20 users are recognized to be correctly classified as news publisher so the precision would be: Precision = The 20 news publishers report news in different domains such as sports, e.g. user #1, travel, e.g. user #4, finance, e.g. user #13 or technology, e.g. user #11 and #17. The numbers of 7 users that are incorrectly classified as news publisher in Table 2 are #12, #14, #16, #20, #21, #23 and #24. The main aim of this step is purifying the tweet dataset by excluding irrelevant tweets. Also, we believe that any mistakes here would roughly equally handicap/help all news websites.
The next step in the proposed framework is detecting events using tweets written by news publisher users. The news publisher step reduced the tweet dataset size from 2,316,204 tweets to 64,685 tweets which are tweets written by 27 users labeled as news publisher. The obtained set of tweets is then preprocessed by OpenNLP tokenizer and Stanford Lemmatizer and some tokens such as URLs or '@mentions' (terms starting with '@') in addition to stop words are eliminated. Next, the preprocessed set of tweets is used by GSDMM method to find the events. In this paper, the values of GSDMM parameters are = 0.1, = 0.1, K = 50 and the number of iterations is 10.
GSDMM method found 50 clusters of tweets with different sizes. Figure 4 shows the word cloud representation for some of the clusters found by GSDMM method (cluster numbers 9, 14, 16, 20 and 24) . In this Figure, the size of the words in each cluster is proportional to their weights in the corresponding cluster. The word clouds are generated using an online tool called WordItOut (https://worditout.com). As shown in Figure 4 , each cluster contains words that relate to an event occurred at around the tweets generation time, according to Section 3.2.3. For instance, the set of terms like "Sudan", "george", "obama", "war" and "Darfur" implies a meeting between George Clooney and Barak Obama about war crimes in Sudan. Or terms such as "Prince", "William", "Kate", "Middleton", "wedding", "April", "Westminster" and "Abbey" indicate Prince William and Kate Middleton's royal wedding on April 2011 at Westminster Abbey. As another example, terms like "AJC ii ", "Atlanta", "man", "arrest", "shooting" and "police" imply a shooting in Georgia. This sample of five clusters in Figures 4 is shown in order to illustrate what the events literally are in this paper.
Second Component Evaluation
The second component of the proposed framework analyzes the performance of news websites and ranks them according to the measures defined in Section 3.2. The news article dataset used in this paper contains news articles published by CNN, BBC and New York Times. Therefore, the measures are calculated for these three news websites.
In addition to rankings obtained by the defined measures, we obtained another type of ranking, which is independent of the measures and can be used to compare with the rankings obtained from the measures. For this purpose, we employed three search engines and their ranked retrieval results in response to some event-related queries. Since the measure-based rankings are attained by using the events detected from tweets, we built a set of queries using the events such that each query consists of top 10 words with highest weights in the language model of each event. Next, we scored each website based on the ranks of their pages retrieved in response to event-related queries. The detail of our search engine-based website ranking method is shown in Algorithm 1 and the variables used in the Algorithm 1 are defined in Table 3 . Under study news websites w
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In this paper, we chose three prominent search engines including Google, Yahoo and Bing and used the event-related queries to extract search engine-based rankings of the news websites. Table 4 and Table 5 contain the measure-based and search enginebased scores and rankings of the news websites respectively. As shown in Table 4 , the highest diversity value belongs to NYTimes and CNN has the lowest performance in covering different events. The news completeness scores show that all three websites perform almost the same in reporting the details of each event and in terms of speed, BBC outperforms NYTimes and CNN which implies its faster performance in reporting events (of the dataset) in comparison with NYTimes and CNN. Each of the news websites rankings in Table 4 , obtained by calculating one of the proposed measures for all news websites can benefit consumers in many ways. The ranking of news websites can act as a standalone application and provide the news consumers an up-to-date ranking of news websites based on the viewpoint of general public about three aspects of news content. These aspects are:
• the set of important events: which is derived from abundance of tweets about those events and is obtained by the event detection method in the proposed framework, • the description of each event: which is derived from people's narratives of events in their tweets and is represented using language modeling approach in the proposed framework • the time that each event has occurred: based on the publish time of the burst of tweets about the event To be more specific, the ranking of news websites based on speed measure benefits the news consumers who wish to be notified of breaking news immediately. This kind of users prefer to read the publications of top ranked websites according to the speed measure. The ranking of news websites based on news completeness measure benefits the users who prefer to find and read the most complete and detailed reports about each event. Similarly, the news diversity measure ranks the news websites according to the preference of news consumers who like to know something about all of the events.
The analysis results can also benefit other news-related tasks such as news recommendation and news retrieval. For example, the ranking based on the news diversity measure can be utilized in finding more candidates to be recommended to user in news recommendation task and consequently improve the recall value in this task. Moreover, the news completeness measure can be effectively used in news recommendation task to adjust the recommended news articles based on their publishing websites' rankings. The news retrieval is the other task that can benefit from news websites analysis results by using the ranking scores of news websites to better estimate the scores of retrieval results. As shown in Table 4 , the websites' rankings based on different measures are not necessarily the same, as in some cases, being the first website to report an event, i.e. obtaining higher speed measure value, leads to publishing less comprehensive and detailed article about the event. Therefore, each single measure should not be used for representing the whole performance of a website comprehensively. Table 5 show that search engine-based rankings of CNN, NYTimes and BBC by Google and Bing are the same although their scores are different. It can implicitly indicate that these two search engines have similar evaluation of the news websites regarding the set of events detected from tweets since their retrieval results in response to the event-related queries were similar. However, it cannot be generalized as a statement about all search engines as the ranking scores calculated from Yahoo results are zero since none of its top 10 retrieval results in response to the event-related queries are from any of the news websites being studied here.
Results in
Comparing the search engine-based rankings with the measure-based ranking ( Table 4 and Table 5 ) shows that in general they are not ranking the news websites the same. This can be due to the fact that the search engine-based ranking of the news websites is a secondary output of the search engine. In other words, since the news website rankings are achieved from the retrieval results of the search engines, it can be affected by retrieval process considerations which is not the same problem as news website ranking problem. By considering the Twitter users as a sample of people and the measure-based rankings (rankings obtained from the proposed framework) as a ranking derived from the people's viewpoint, the difference between the rankings of Table 4 and Table 5 imply that rankings of search engines do not necessarily comply with the people's point of view.
Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, we proposed a framework that employs user generated content to analyze and rank news websites automatically. This framework consists of two components: event detection component and news websites ranking component. The first component uses tweets written by Twitter news publisher users to detect events. The extracted events are used by the second component, which ranks online news websites using three measures. The measures are defined to assess the diversity of events reported by online news websites, the completeness of news articles reporting an event, and the speed of online news websites in reporting the events. The performance of the proposed framework depends on the performance of its constituent components so the imperfect precision in each of the components such as imperfect precision of news publisher detection or event detection impacts the final results of the framework. We employed the proposed framework to rank three well-known news websites including BBC, CNN and NYTimes. The results show that NYTimes has the best performance in terms of diversity measure, BBC has the highest speed score and the news completeness measure for all three news websites are nearly the same.
One of the future directions to explore is to expand the set of ranking measures to assess more aspects of an online news website's performance. For example, a metric that gauges the validity of the events published by the website through counting the number of rumors reported by the website, a metric that measures the number of events reported by the website exclusively or a metric that measures how briefly the events are reported by the websites can improve the performance analysis of news websites. Moreover, measuring the subjectivity level of textual content published by news websites using subjectivity detection methods such as [80] can be another future work. Another approach to continue this study is applying the proposed framework to analyze the performance of more news websites, specially a mixture of local and global news websites to analyze and compare their performance in reporting local and global events separately. Applying a questionnaire-based website evaluation method to rank the same set of news websites and compare the results with the ranking results of the proposed framework can be another future work. Employing the results of the proposed framework in other new-related tasks such as news recommendation and news retrieval to improve their results by using the rankings of news websites can be another approach to extend this work.
Notes
I. polarity II.
AJC (Atlanta Journal-Constitution) is the name of a daily newspaper in Atlanta
